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TriTech supports key client with high-tech
Australian Made synthetic lubricants for Chinese market

Tritech Lubricants is now supplying the Chinese automotive market with highly 
sought after and revered Australian made synthetic passenger car and light 
commercial engine oils, manual gear oils and auto transmission fluids under the 
KPR brand. TriTech was chosen by the KPR stable based on its proven history 
of manufacturing high quality, high performance lubricants over many years. 
Prior to obtaining approval, numerous products were field trialled in China under 
all climatic conditions passing with flying colours. TriTech’s investment in its 
laboratory technology has paid off once again in being able to provide certified 
testing support to meet essential customer requirements such as pour point, 
cold crank viscosity performance and Noack volatility limits.

TriTech has been able to produce the complete package for our client. A top quality, reliable and dependable product, a 
product capable of performing in the extreme climatic conditions of the Chinese nation, an international quality packaging 
presentation, unique and exclusive bottle design and our two-point product integrity system, composed of tear away 
tamper evident caps and thermo-sealed bottle necks. KPR is taking the very latest technology in passenger car motor oil 
to market, catering for both petrol fuelled engines and light diesels with varying degrees of exhaust after treatment present.



In addition to the engine oil range TriTech also blends a select range of automatic transmission �uids and gear oils in the 
KPR brand. ATF products range from the tried and true Dexron-III™ conventional mineral ATF to the universal 
semi-synthetic ATF catering for most applications up to MY 2007, and the premium synthetic multi-vehicle covering MY 
2007 and later models plus many of the latest vehicles utilising worldwide 5, 6, 7 and some 8 speed high performance 
computer controlled transmissions. As with the engine oil program, the auto transmission arena is supported by close 
monitoring from our laboratory facilities to ensure that the KPR ATF products perform as speci�ed in the hottest and the 
coldest climatic conditionsthat vehicles may encounter within China.

Manual gear oil wise, TriTech is manufacturing the ever reliable KPR 75W-90 gear oil meeting API GL-5 for use in modern 
gearboxes, many transaxle assemblies and most automotive differential sets. It’s viscosity range is ideally suited to the 
wide annual temperature variations experienced in China. 

Looking to the future, TriTech continues to work closely with KPR management, sales and technical divisions to develop 
and evolve their product range. It is anticipated that demand for high-end premium synthetic lubricants will continue to 
grow in the Chinese market. TriTech remains ready, willing and able to supply these products in conjunction with KPR 
and looks forward to further strengthening the solid relationship that has been developing. KPR reports that having 
TriTech synthetic product in their bottles has proven to be a winner, with a high degree of customer support and 
satisfaction being received universally.
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TriTech is also blending KPR products which meet and exceed the long drain Volkswagen service speci�cation 
VW 504.00 and 507.00. With the Chinese automotive market evolving strongly, vehicle oil viscosities have also 
fallen into line. TriTech is producing for KPR 0W-30 and 0W-40 viscosities amongst the more traditional 5W-30 
and 5W-40 grades, all in full synthetic base oil formats.
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